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The following is a com-posite of two lectures, one

3iven at the Naval War College on Felbruary- 6, 1955, and
the other at the Ar-m. War College on February 20, 1956.

STh e Army W ar Coll ege l eetu r e was given u nder th e

i ttle indicated on this paper, and the •Iava! War Clolege

under the title: "'The influence of 'ass Destruction

S.e=-tDons on trate-sj."

1The two lectures were not identical but very similar,

I and the following composite contains practically all the

suostantive Aatter of both, with editorial modifications

and some additions. Omitted are the introductory

p!-easantries, which were in each case appropriate to the

-nstitution and the circumstances under which the lecture

S�was delivered.

Published in the February, 1957 issue of the Bulletin

of the Atomic Scientists.
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Almost everyone agrees that ar-maments are generally

unpleasant to support, and that the wars in which they are

used are always great evils and sometimes disasters. But

our basic problem arises from the fact that we have so far

discovered no substitute for force in the governance of

international affairs, and we seem not to be on the way of
developing one. It has been cuato~ary in the paste to blame

that unhappy fact on the absence of a world government;

but in view of the ethnic and other divisions among mankind,

and the conflicts of interest avd purposes •zmng the various
groups, it is difficult to imagine a world gove nt strong

enongh to prevent wars among its members unless it disposes

of a very considerable amount of force -- an-i often uses

it in the process. Anyway, there is no reason to suppose

that we are going to get that kind of world government soon

enough to solve any of our existing difficulties in main-

taining peace and order.

That basic problem is greatly accentuated by the fact

that we now have nuclear weapons to contend with, including

thermonuclear ones or H-bombs. We can immediately stake out

another area of almost universal agreement by stating that

if these weapons are used in some future war in a relatively

unrestricted manner, especially In an interchange of what we
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I usually call strategic bombing, then the evil and the

disaster associated with war in the past would be so many

times multiplied as to reach totally unprecedented and

unimaginable levels. There is in this country some difference

of opinion as to %%ether such a -war would be the worst of all

possible evils or only the second worst -- second, that is,

to defeat or total submission without- war -- and some, like

'z-. -'mer Davis, consider the question imriortant enough to be

worth writing a book about. I personally do not find the

cuestion interestin=, Dpartly because I suspect its importance

is exaggerated. I hope shortly to make clear iwhy i think so.

STo say that war has now become "impossible" is, hDwever,

to deny the evidence of what is going on today in Al=geria and

on the frontiers of Israel, and of whal seems to be going on

somewhere at some level of magnitude or intensity at practi-

cally all times. It is to suppose also that the status auo

can in some mysterious fashion be crystalized for all time,

or that it can be apDropriately modified wienever necessary

without appeals to force, either latent or in action. Certain-

ly is is clear that a deliberate move to change an existing
situation in impo tant -ays u-suanly occus only in response

to stron= pressures, which tend also to provoke comparable

counter-tressures. And by "important "-ays" we mean especially

such things as frontier chan-ges, or chan_es in the dependency

status of some national group.

It is true that over the mast half-century some frontier

I- -- -



changes have been made peaceably,, and that thle political

atatus of some peoples has been altered without bloodshed.

at least without concurrentC ora veryI recent bloodshed. But

durin~g the same period other frontier changes and alterations

of political status have occurred only after the shed-ding of

very .Lar.ge amount blood. There is no present reason to

assume that for the future the form.,er mpattern will p~revail to

t'he complete exclusion of the latter. Obviously, what

Professor Harold D. 1Lasswell has called the "critical levelI

of exacerbationn between states has been raised enormously

since 1914, at least among the mrajor pow4ers, and nuclear

wreapons h~ave no doubt greatly contributed to that rise.

world in w'hich major wars could be provoked or precipitated

by national insults, especially by- subt~le ones like the famous

Emis telegram of 180 looks fantastically remote.

But this very fact r-y eneourage one side or the other

to fish in troubled waters -- on the assumpttion that it- is

not runnin= much risk in doinin so. That is especially true

When one side comprises the leadership of the Soviet empire,

with its doctrinal comn~ulsion always to see how f~ar i-4 can go.

if we admit the relevance of the above remar~ks and put

them- togget~her, it would seem to follow that we =ust be at.

least as interested in seeking %to control or limit war as we

have habItuallv been in seeking to avoid it altogether. 'We

should perhaps be especially suspiciouis of schemes that seek

to accomplish complete avoidance of war t~hrough sacrifIicing;
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at the outset any hopes of limiting whatever significant

hostilities may brea.k out -- schemes, for example, that seck

to rest everyithing on total "deterrence.•

Everyone remembers the famous remark of Clemenceau jhat

"war is too important to be left to the generals." War has

long been something that involved the whole natlon deeply

and often desperately, and its proper governance with respect

to fundamentals has always been the responsibility of the

political leaders of the state -- as Clausewitz, himself a

general, so earnestly stressed.

But because of the new weapons the political and social

context is now of m-uch more i;.ediate and direct influence

upon military affairs than it used to be. Perhaps the single

most important proposition one could make about the influence

upon strategy of nuclear weapons is that they force one to

shift from preoccupation with a purely military context --

which was always too narrow, but fnr certain purposes useful

in the past - to a wider one that is primarily political and

social. For over a century the better writers on strategy

have been more or less aware of the fact that "war is a

continuation of policy," but even so distinguished a member

of that guild as ,ahan could legitimately write of naval

strategy as though it existed in a separate realm of being.

Foch and Douhet were clearly less successful in attempting to

consider their own. resnective branches of land and air

strateg•y in comparable isolation. %hus the important thing
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today is that no one of any intellectual stature would even

attemDt it. The question of how one fights can never again

be separated from the question of what the war is about.

This change greatly accentuates the twin problems of

(a) developing the appropriate political skills and insights

among the military,, and (b) of developin. the means by which

the political leaders of the state may furnish sound and

relevant political guidance to the military planners and

co.anders. The latt.er is, for reasons i shall mention

presently, much the more difficult problem to solve.

One of the things that has made the development of

nuclear weapons historically unique is the speed wi-th which

the strategic revolution has been accomplished. Changes in

the physical circumstances alone are not the whole sum of the

difference. in the main they were predictable at the very

outset of the atomic aze iust over a decade ago, and were in

fact being predicted by people whose .iudtent -was entitled
to respect. I mean, for example, the predictions that nuclear

weapons of all kinds would become cheap, abundant, and

individually more powerful.

We knew also that the Soviet Vnion as xefl. as other states

would sooner or later develop an atomic capability, and that

apart from inherent wealth there "as rothin, to keep then from

makinng that capability comparable to ours. We were in a great

funk about exact dates and figures, but in the not-so-long

r.n these are imaterial any-way. Certainly they are immaterial
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if we are talking about strategy with anything like the

reach and scope that Admiral Mahan gave to the study of it

a half century ago.

From our point of view, the only noteworthy thing about

the relevant changes over the past decade is that they have

in almost all instances not only fulfilled early predictions

but outrun them. We might for comparison consider some other

historical revolutions of comparable though lesser importance,

like the introduction of gunpowder and the transition from

sail to steam in warships.

So far as the introduction of gunpowder is concerned,

its first military use in Europe occurred sometime in the

first quarter of the l 4th century. But when Joan of Arc

stormed the walls of Orleans and then of ?aris a full century

later, she suffered in both Instances wounds from arrows.

The art of the armorer continued to flourish and reached its

greatest flower towards the end of the 16th century. We

cannot say that artillery became really important in battle

until the Seven Years lar in the iddile of the 18th century.

And in our own War of Independence even so shrewd a man as

Benjamin Franzklin, whose 250th birthday we celebrated a month

ago, could reco=mend serious consideration of arming our

soldiers -with brws and arrow rather than nuskets. The gun

as we now know it -- an accurate and rapid-fire piece

dates only from the end of the 19th century, that is, five

and a half centuries after the introduction of gunpowder.
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By contrast, the very. speed with which we have been

forced to adjust our thoughts over the brief span of eleven

years, in which we have moved from Alamagordo to the situation

facing us today, has been one of the major determinants of our

strategy. It would be miraculous if there did not exist a

very substantial lag in strategic thinking. There is always

the problem of bringing minds together in the comprehension

of the new order. Strategy in the form of strategic plans is,

like legislation, Inevitably a broth prepared by many cooks,

not all of whom are notable for their wisdom. The involutions

and evolutions of the bureaucratic process may be very

useful for keeping group thinking on a steady course, but for

that very reason it places great obstacles in the way of

imaginative and insightful thinking.

The fact that there is a hierarchy of command for each

service expedites the reaching of conclusions within the

service, ..although it will not guarantee better conclusions.

However, the device of co-and is not available for bringing

togcthier thC three services. The President as co= ander-in-

chief and the Secretary of Defense as h-_s appropriate deputy

have a certain lim1i1ted authority to force coron conclusions

among the services; but for various reasons including good

ones, they dare not exercise it very often.

Then we have the further problem of bringing together

the strategic conceptions of the alliance or alliances of

which we form a part I think the latter problem is sometimes
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exaggerated. I suspect that more than we realize it ou&-

allies look to us for cues about what their strategic

conceptions ought to be, and our long-term problem is mostly

to refrain from behaving in a way that impairs their confidence

in us -- which seems, however, not to be easy. But in the

shorter term, Zny attempt on our part to modify our strategy

because of new circumstances, or new realizations about exist-

ing circumstances, has to counter so much additional burden of

preformed commLtment and conviction.

Thus the changes in physical circumstance effect, with

some measure of lag, changes also in the surrounding intellec-

tual climate -- and in one's own adjustment to that climate.

Facts that are at first known only to a few later become know

to many. Ideas that are novel and original one year become

commonplace the next. Some of these ideas are patently

fallacious, and perhaps in time the fallacies are exposed.

The area in which controversy exists tends to shift, and one
cannot keep one's thinking from being oriented largely towards

existing controversy.

Above all, the more complicated a proble is, the more

it requires a certain amount of living -rdith it in order that

one may comprehend it. It is one thing to make a prediction,

even a correct one, and quite another to live for a time with

a fact that was once a prediction.

A prime example of hc-. our area of discourse changes from

one year to the next, and also of the profound nature of the
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.... =-y bye seen i-n hn!i Sudden prominence given to the

debate over unlimited versus limited war. The British have

provided us, as they often do, with the apt phrases with

which to identify the new ideas. in this inst; ice the

phrase is "graduated deterrence," which replace3 their

favorite phrase of yesterday, "broken-backed war." The

latter in turn was only a refinement upon a native American

product in phrase-making, "massive retaliation."

What a world of difference lies in the conception behind

Omassive retaliation" or "broken-backed war" on the one hand,

and "graduatei deterrence" on the other, yet little more

whan a year or two has intervened between the ascendancy of

eachl By "ascendancy-" I mean intellectual ascendancy, because

national and international rearrangemenzs come alonj much

more slowly. The ideas that are being inplemented at any

one time are likely to be those -..hich enjoyed an intellectual

consensus some two or three years age -- at least the best

consensus then available -- and which are no-" perhaps dis-

credited.

-Ihe conception of "-massive retaliation" received its

clearest excosition not in the speech of Jazuary 12, 195L in

which Secretar7, Dulles -ade that phrase famous, but rather in

the book by "-arshal of the Royal Air Force ir -John Slessor,

entitled Stratefy for the Wiest. The essential idea of the

book was tý-hat everything from now on must rest on the principle
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of deterrence. -io line o1 Wftniing, let alone of aedi-n,

must be p6rmitted to impair the value or effectiveness of

deterrence. Sir John admitted in one place that Britain

could not survive a war in whilch nuclear weapons were ex-

changed on a massive scale, yet he nevertheless insisted that

* Britain must guarantee their bein= so used in any major war

I by herself initiating that use!

The idea of deterrinv aggression by relying on a strategy

f or strategic policy that is ultirat. _y suicidal is notI 'thout precedent, nor is it necessarily without sense.

Sut the precedents are not reassuring, and the amoumt of

sense inherent in the proposal depends, first, on whether

it car. re=1a!ly be carried tihrough consistently and persistently,

and, seconily, whetrher tnere are alternative policies

available that look less risky. For -with a pure deterrence

rolicy a 9• an.]d 1!40O0 percent reliability is hardly good

Senough.

i think that the Slessor doctrine fails on both these

latter counts. i don't doubt for a zonent that Sir John

Slessor personally possesses all the intestinal stamina

necessary to carry out the po!Icy of deterrence. But he is
•I a reber of the !filtary profession, w-hich is supposed to

live zallan-tly and eve death boldly. However, the generality

of people in a count-7 like oars or like Britain, including

t:he politicians wlo -ke the critical decisions, are likely

to take a ouite different approach to life and its dangers.
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The American populace has always found the thought of

war distasteful, even when there was complete assurance that

we could win in the end, or anyway come out sound and whole

as a nation. But what will the popular attitude be towards

a war in which we cerrainly lack such assurance and even have

a fairly persuasive assurance of the opposite? And this

country of ours happens also to be a democracy in which the

views of the generality of the people tend in the end to be

expressed, if not in the i~edlate crisis decision, then in

the selection of the person or persons who will make shat

diecision. And the cualities that nake one n a good vote-

•etter are rather different from those that make another

deli:--:t in rursuing a "brink-of-war" dipom-=cy.

Thus, the first weakness of the "all-out-for-deterrence"

policy was that it was never really available for execution,

except to counter an all-out blow aggainst ourselves. And

since there neither is nor can be absolutely any question

or choice about what we will do in that e e•tre case, there

is not -uch profit in talkin' about it. T•-.e real question

is, what will we do in lesser cases? That- will we do in

local an-. ve-ripeneral callenges?

I have not so far =en•ioned the damage we Might do -ýo

the enelmy if we underTook a strategic exchange. ;y reason

is sinply tVa- wa- as rarely been, and is less likely to

be in the future, what -=y =athe-atical friends call a zero-

sum ;are; t•at is, a -ane whnere t•he loss of one is necessarily
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the gain of the other. Unless our nuclear strategic attack

up-on the Soviets has the effect of preventing or critically

diminishing their attack upon us, and thus of ending the

war In the best possible way, its utility is limited to the

final and mininal oh'ect of preventing the subjugation of

our unhappy survivors. Otherwise the damage it does is mere

vengeance, and as such is strategically irrelevant,

T said earlier that the idea of the "broken-backed *ar"

was a refinement on the "massive retaliation' doctrine.

Perhaps T should not dismiss it in such an offhand manner,

because it is probably true nhat the Idea underlLes the basic

strategy to which this country and the w"ole NATO alliance is

co=ritted. if so, ! think it is too bad, because it seems

0to =e that of the seve-al kinds of war that one can envisage

for the future, the one kind that is almost demonstrably

impnossible is the "broken-backed" variety.

SThat phrase, which crept into the British Defence White

Paper for 1951z -- though both enrase and thought 1were dropped

In the folI-raing year -- con-veyed a conception of a massive

exchange of ther=onuclear weapons being followed by a phase

of hostilities carried on and presumably decided by -. atever

resources and conventional forces survived the strategic

blows. Notice some of the assumptlons involved. First is

the assumption that the capabilities of both sides to deliver

nuclear weapons strategically will terminate ar. aout the

same time, and on a common level of indecisiveness. Second-YI
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is the aS3UMption that forces that have been n..izher trained

nor tailored to operate from a basis of extreme austerity

in all conceivable respects including communications wilil be

able to take the field and operate successfully- despite a

hint.erland in ruins. There are other bizarre aesumiptions

too, but compared Uto these they are hardly worzhl mentioning.

"The case for continuing to provide largee ground and

naval forces enould be h-ung, on other and better argu~ents.

To those -A.o -ooint out.1 that 1 have no proof for the convictions

I have expressed, my reply is that the burden of proof lies

w-ith t~hose Who would exxilair. how fleetus will operate, and to

what rurpose, or how armies -will go albroad and ttake t~he field,

when the major bases, portus, and co~inications centers fromz

-Which and through %rIhiclha they _ywould operate, as wenl as the

factories and depoltts supply-ing, then with thteir vast stores

of gear, are 1heaps -of radioactive -rubble. Re~ember, we are

not- talking about the comparatively trivial damage suffered

by Germany and Jap~an in World 1-iar HI.

One cannot distinguis-h between old forms of war as

presumably tried and true, ani new forrns as untested. Fo.r

in the context of t-nerzmonuclear war, every-thning is new and

eve'y military arm or wqeapon is essenuially unteste.

?erha~s the least untested or upk-no-wn weaion of all is the

bom-b Itself.

In any w~~ar in whc h nted States is engag d,a

nuclear strateggic bomfoing phase, if there is one, must be
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decisive. It will be decisive not necessarily in the senseI

that it achieves a victory that Is worth talking about or

that has any meaning for its survivors, but in the sense

that other forms of military action are either without pur-

pose or unfeasible or most likely both.

jPerhaps one should except the entirely one-sided

I strategic bombing campaign, if it could occur. The fact that

it succeeded in preventing enemy reaction would confirm its

decisiveness, but the side that won so absolute an advantage

= ight nevertheless deem it prudent or expedient or even

hmnane to use ground forces to occupy and police the defeated

country. And the fact that it had suffered no critical

damage would enable it to do so.

in support of these views, I ask you only to consider

I that in strategic bombing the capabilities of the offense

are already enor-ceus and steadily and rapidly growing larger,

while those of the defense have long been greatly outdistanced

and show in the n-t few sims of being able to catch up.

Nlotice also thatthe capability of the national air defenses

depends not alone on technolojical progress in defensive

nzearns as comrared with sim-ilLr and competitive progress in

S he air offensive arms, but also on how much total resources

one is willing to invest in defenses as compared with the

offense. An "adequate" air defense of the United States Might

be technologically feasible but too fabulously expensive to

be politically acceptable. And if one erects an adequate



defensse aq-ainst z-anned bombers, howd abovat the long ý-anve

ballistic missilds that are sure to be along sooner or

later? The prospects for defense against the latter are

not hotel ess_ but they certainly appear grim.

H~owever, it by no means fo~loiws from these premises

that the next war- will be fought predominately, let. alone

exclusively, by the Strat egic Air porrrnnd, rwhether using,

boinber-s or rockets or lboth:-. On thle consurary, If~r to

have a rational, political purpose -in t he sense that

1%ause--z made e=pl7cit in th-at famous mhrase a'bout -,ar

being "a conltinuation of policy7," then SAý is the one kindz

of mewer that ou;;ht not be use's4 except as a lattent governing

force -that monitors the rules. The Droviding of an incon-

parably, strong SAC must remain. a prim-ary charge on the American

defese bdge. oth ,g can be pemted to displance it in

priority. That requilrenent is certainly one of the m-ost

elementary consequences of Ithe e-idstence of :hIermonuclear

weapons. But another conseauence of th11ose same weax~ons is

t'hat SAC mnast remain as faCr as prossible _= orce in being,

rat er- zhan one in action.

Rear z'Admiral Sir Anthony 'nuzzard -has dione Much to nmak

this idena :-otular witn -the arresting phrase w"graduated

deterrencef' thu" he cla-ims no originality either for Ithe

phrase of the idea. The idea is indee:d several years old,

-though it is only recently th11at people have be-,Ln to Pay

inchatention tro it.
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Admiral Buzzard's argurnents are per~haps a little

unfortunate, because they smack too'much of the Muikado's

ietermination "to make the punishmernt fit the crime." life

should really not think of it in these terms at all. We

should rather view it in ters of assuring that cur militar1y

eflforts are directed and dedicated 1o fulfilling the national

aims and aspirations rather zhan to destroying them. A ;.r

that destroys the objects for Whicn it is fou3;ht may indeed

occur, but it certainly ougfht not to be planned as theI obect of all our preparations. On the contrary, it is not
too much to say that our mili-tary planning shouli mostly be

directed to-rards reventing it from happening.

I -n usingg the term "lini ted war,'-- we are not talkixg
can about a return to something. "e are talking about something

Quxite new. !f wars were limi'ted in ages past, the reasons

"why they were so have on the whole little relevance for us

today. in the past princes may have been inhibited militarily

by =oral ani religgous scruples, or by the feeling in any

particular instance that t';e game simply was not worth the

candle. Certainly the wars were kept limited by the

rela--ively small marzz-in of the national economic resources

available for mobiliza-,!on, as well as by -the relatively

small caoabilities for destruction that could be purchased

with those narrow margins. Even so, there were sometizes

-wars in idich a good deal of damage was done.

Today we speak of limited war in a sense that connotes
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a deliberate hobblin-P of' a t'-erendous power 1t,1hat is already

m~obilized -- for the sake only of inducing the enemy 'Lo

',obble himself tvo comparabole deapree. We have to admit that

it offends argainst some of the moost cherishel ideas and

doctrines of what we consider to be classic strategy. 'leneral

'Sac-Arthur sur~ned up the incom,-atibility of the new notions

w.'ith the older sclhool of military Ithinkinz in -that most

eloquent phrase, c-There is no substtitute for victoiry." IAnd,

incidentally, if it had not been for thIfe '1iorean Uar to Which

he was referring-, it wouli hardly be -Possible for us today

even to irnagine such -a thinz as nodern limitei war.

There has to be a revolution- inn ways of thin'_kini ;about

war and peace, amaon= civilians an4 m~ilitary alike_ before we

can even underta~ke to deal with thie imanv technical iro-rblems of

limited or peripheral war. T17hat r~evolution will not be easy

to accomplish. 1_1t -is all very well to outline -A..at r~eason

dictatEes: OthaUt neither the Soviet 'Union nor the "T.nited State-s

wantus to des-troy the other If Jin the process it also destroys
itsef, hatevery casus bellIi tends at least to start with

acertain geograpIhic identification, and -tŽ a conf'Lict of

Din-Doses such as can usually be diescribed in m-odesz; and

particular rather- thsn globall terims. .11 that is necessary,

seemingly, is to keep the qujar-rel limiited t.the t-e-.ms on

which it began. Ln tle pasit -small powers -were soractin-es given

guarantees that, could not be fulfilled except by resort to

general -Aar, but; presumably th.atu kind of guarantee Is nlow out-
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of date. Any-eay, we must get away from thinking about war

and peace in terms of all or nothing. Such is the sweet

voice of reason.

But what we come up against im-ediazely is the fact that

passion and fear have also been inseparable from war, that

the resort; to arms is itself enough to stimulate in those who

do so a powerful flow of adrenalin, which is needed to promoteI the forceful handlinv of th-ose arms. Wfar, in other words,

ioes have an inherent and aLmost necessary tendency to be

or--_i.stic. But that does not mean that we can afford to
surrender to that tendency, or that we e-st use our reason-

able moments during peace to concoct doctrines and strategies

that �ply lack of reason in ;ar.

*Knether techniaues of limited war ;A171 really be available

`to us seems to hang also on certain technical cuestions, above

all on the question whether the SA., monitor or governor will

- be free to fmnction as such. :__ny people today take it

completely for granted that there lwill be no massive exchange

of nucl eat. weapons sinply because hot' sides -lAl recognize

Vithe suicidal consecuences of such an e-xchan=e, and that the

only -ars wE need to zhi¶k about are peripheral ones. Perhaps

so, but there is no reason -o assume t1hat such a condition

can be obrained for free. Is tensions increase at any time

of crisis -- and the out-break of a "limited war-" would

certainly be such a crisis -- there -_ill be pressures to get

S. on4 its way, nost of all the pressure of fear that a SAC

I
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restrained is a S-MZ -hat is lost, or anywray hopelessly

vulnerable. No doubt much can be done to modify the

circumstances, perhaps by reducinv critically the vulnerability

of a ;rounded SAC.

And if the situation should so develop in the future that

the side that makes a surprise attack upon the other destroys
the latter's capazbility to make a meaningful -etaliation, then

-t -il be entirely rational to be trigger-happy with one's

strategic air mower. "aow could one afford under those circum-

stances to withhold one's SA% from its critical "blunting

mission" w"hile waitin= to test other pressures and strategies?

:ut if, on the other hand, the situation is such that neither

side can hope to eliminate the retaliator-y power of the other,

the rest'raint that was suicidal in the other situation

becomes prudent, and it is .rigger-nappiness thara is suicidal?

Nbow we should be clear on two things: first, that the

situation that mav actually develop could represent any of a

substantial ranre of variations on the tý-o extreme cases I
nave iust presented, ani some of those variants could be

r-reat!y to our disadvarna-e. k is, for example, all too easy

t.o cc -ceive of a situation -where -he Sovie-s could launch a

successful blurzinr mission.but we could not. Secondly, no

situation is entirely preordained by free-wheelinE techno-

lo-cal development. if we recognize that a secure SAC

gives us the priceless advantage of freedom to choose how

ar- when to fight and Wl:at strategy. to use, then we will



certainly be w•lling and able -to Pind the means of accomplish-

inv,, it. The chief barriers are doctrinal, residine in old

e axioms like "'the best defense is a strong offense,' etc.

There are other technical problems. For example, there

seer' to be, on the one hand, a con--on assumption that nuclear

weapons must and will be used tactically and, on the other

hard, an asstmption that those so used will be relatively

sm. all. There are also assumsmtions about the total nwnbers

to be used, which are usually given in raCher modest figures.

",o one seems to disclose the reasons for these assumptions.Ierhaps it Is true that the same dind of interest thatI dictates the limiting of ar th-oug--h restraining SA- ant

throu?/h confinins the area of fightin- also dictates theI limiting of t~'e weapons used to the smaller sizes. But if so,

one m-,st still ask what sanctions will operate to maintain a4 iven size limitation for both belligerents? "a!itarily it
S is almost always t•rue that where a small nuclear boio is

4 -ood a bigger one is better, and often not appreciably moreI expensive.

7 It has been said (by our ?resident, anong= others) that

it is utterly "irrational" to regard a weapon as inpermissible
SSixmpl because it is nuclear; and so It is, except in one

iniportant respect -- that it is much easier to disting'ish

between nuclear an.d non-nuclear weapons on the battlefield

T-han between di ferent sizes of nuclear. krd in order to ma-ke

work at all anytn- -a.=n c arbitrary and forced as limi-ations

I. ..f.
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upon war are likely to be- itl- would aeem that onle major

requirement is th: - transcrressions o.- violations be veryI easy

f-o reco--.nize andl very difficult to ':enly. This is noft to say

-I~at we may not use nuclear weapons inl linitel war;, it only

underlines the Dro~blez, of' findin.7 out how we car. use then

without. thereby sirtnalinq -.%e abandonmer,ý of rest-raints.

,ert-ainlv our military manners I-esDectinz- wearons and%

me-hods will determine whether -we have any 17riends to defend&

or support- in the area in. question. %,0r posture for the

contai-nment of R~ussia is not enahancei if no one wants 1--o be

saved by us. in :r~oslt cases our very involvement- in a per-Ipheral

wanr :411 Zbe- iue to, reasons that; ;are not strate ic I - th e

tr-i-tio-nal senise of tile term , that is, in- the sense that Ithe

real estat=-e in auestion has ar. instrinsic mili-tarv value.

A!!h~4` f,' a-,,Atnitde in favo-r of intervention ma-- seek to
_SJ` itzelf% oi g-ounds of lonz7--ernm strategic irt crest,

O'i ý vre in eacli, s-tecific ftrs~t::n*ce

vt~ere wt- I-ai-r Pro--ke- 41,o, intirvene ir w-ill be for iveasons

ia -AUi i: 7 ene to~ prot-ect1 ? recple -- preferably
anaratcT lsa3 ir.-d~epeni ert -- fro.- being, overrun

an s'e e- -~~t happnris Lo be al so our r~aor ensemy.

_..-. 3ne c:,n.s p jeople by usin-7 F-bombs freely

W~t ::;st, aveid oreiin of future War in terms of

~o ~osie ~ ~ ~:-~tr~edcompletely devastating,9
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I and altozether to be avoided: and the other a minor "brushfire."

sy iOn the contrar-y, the kinds of war we have to think about and

Y prepare for range from the unresrricted kind through all the

coziceivable types of limited war, which include the big, the

little, and the In-between. After all, Korea itself -was

limited and peripheral in the usual meaninj of those terms,

but it -was hardly ý.hat one would call a "brushfire." Nazurally,

since we can have a larie measure of choice about the kind of

a war we woulcd ffi ht and the limitazions we w-ould proIote or

aCcep-t -- in other words, a capacity to lay down axd enforce

heral some zround rules -- the situation in terms of what we want

to prepare for need not be a!to=,ether chaotic.

he y3- now you will appr.eciate Why 1 stressed the proposition,
near the outset of this lecture, that the new weapons force

a shif' in stratezic thinkin- from a strictly military context

to a wider one w'•-. is prelo~dinatoelv Dolitical and social.

It is no lonr.er enPi=,h to iMPIy that the _olitician nakes theI 'cision for or a-ainst. wa-, and that the soldier decides `tor
•o filz it. The iecisions w"ethe-- we figt and ho- •e fis

must e co:binea militry-!ii.l decisions, an-d co=-mined

the fuliest •-ssiT! sense sf t-1e te7-.

W.e have of -uars-e 7r-- _ood Ii &-zout t-he ne:essity

of brirnt- our fore!; zd a our mili~-cy policies closer

oz;ether. 'his is by now a pivus bana--ty. The Unification

)f c-t was larcýely 4ustifiei on tIe -ro'unds th-t it would helD

kting, achieve this eni, ani of course tl-e ".atiozal Security 2"So.cil

S .. . .n n n I n I IN II
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Which was created by that Act has no other pi *pose. But my

observation is that in so far as anything has ý-een achieved

at all, it has been achieved only in the most superficial -day.

The problem is not simply ene of achieving better contact or

communication but rat-her of the real content of understanding

wihich each side brings to what is fundamentally a Joint Drblm

There exists in A*m-erica hardly any tradition of intellectual

concern with that border area where military problems and-

pDolitical ones meet. If the military7 approach to strategic

problems needs to be extended and leavened by the relevant

insights of the statesmasn, such insights ar-e likely Ito be

un-developed am-on-- those real-lifle civil ians withn whom the

military actuallUy have to deal. The NZar!ional Security Council

is a in~onument, to an aspiration, and the aspiration is

undeniably sound., But ihether any real enrich--ment of strategic

th-inking has proceeded from it is anoth~er question.

Political leaders in both the a~ninistration and the

Congress are ready enoug~h %to be exercised about the size of

milittary budgets, and their izntervention in military affairs

by ways of cuts or-! shilfts in aiproropriations, can be far-

reaching enougfh. But at the same tzime they will Dri~ae them-

se.Lves on not bein= "ar-m-'chair str-ategi sts,n thereby cloakilng

with virtue an unwilling-gness to come to intimate orips wit'h

military questions.

Even the Secretaries of 'Isfense and of t'he t~hree services,

rear1- :eir 4obs as -3ein_,; =aInIy nadiministrar-ive,2 norz--ally
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avoid or %try to avoid intervention in what they c-all-

"I "strictly military decisions" -- in marked contrast,

incidentally, to their British counterparts. And 3ince they

are normally selected for talents In othner fields than the

military, and cone and go with great frequency, their modesty

em. Is pDrobably for 4t-he best.

tual It is therefore clear that any real expansion of strategic

thcueht ezý-racinz the wholly new circt-m3tances w.hich nuclear

weapons ?-ave prodiuc~ed widll have to be leveeloped r:-ostly within

the m~ilitary gu-ild itself. T-hat there are certain Lns11-izu-

tional inhibitions to such e~xpansion is sufficiently; obvious.

But the professional military officer i,;s dedicated to a career

tthat requires him to brood on thle problems of wgar, and in that

resioect he finds hi3m-self wP.ith very little civilian company.

ic Let it be adde-i that he listens not only indulgeaitly but~ avidly,

to any civilian whio has anything to -say to him In his orn.

field. He is also at the various American war colleges today

being z-jiven a training designed %to expand, am-ong other th-ings,

his insi=hts on social and p~olitical matters relevant to his

a-'~

Yet 'however exvcellent a thing it is to increase the

S soldier's sophistication on political, aff-airs, such education

can be no substitute for adeqquate g-uidance from the appropriatet political authorities -- if for no other reason than -that the

so latter rstain the authority and the responsibi-lity for the

ly j ultimate decisions. There is of course at least one other
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reason, namely, that good political guidance requires both

specialized talent and professional competence.

in short, the problem is much less that of sensitizing

the militar-y profession to the relevance of seasoned political

thinking, which obviously must be developed elsewhere, than

it is of providing on appropriate occasions and at appropriate

levels civilians capable of such thinking. The soldier has

now been handed a problem that goes far beyond the expertise

of any one profession, his own certainly included.

One trouble is that there are now basically three kinds

of soldiers -- of the ground, of the sea, ani of the air. And

never in history have they been further apart in their views

on strate-c fundamentals. There have always been inter-

service rivalries, as well as technical controversies within

each service. But these disputes were almost alwkys on

tactical questions, and in the context of broad fundai-ental

agreement and understanding were relatively minor. That kind

of understanding is manifestly lacking today.

It is hard to say where the keys to these great riddles

are to be found, but they will not be found in incantations

suggesting the utter rejection of force, the indispensability

of Immediate world government, or the incorrigible stupidity

of practisin= diplomatists or soldiers. There are comparable

incantations on the opposite side, which are no more helpful.

We have to get down to relevant particulars. The task is

ideologically simple -- to follow consistently an enlightened
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self-interest in a world of new and terrible dangers, so

that we may avoid equally the peacemeal surrender of the

thinags we v,.alue or the kind of a "-war that desztroys all of

them at once. So stated, the proposition probably wins

almost universal consent. AM the difficulties are in the

speciftic implementation.


